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David: You know, let's talk leadership for a second.

Kevin: Okay.

D: Okay, you're the CEO of several companies. You became the CEO in 1994. You formed a 
joint venture company with Home Shopping Network.

K: Yes, yes. 

D: You cofounded HSN Direct International, you served as its CEO.

K: Correct.

D: Okay, what's most important things that you've learned as a leader, as a CEO, and then 
what you do now as a CEO different than what you did then? 

K: Today, I prefer to be less of the CEO role than I did in the old days. In the old days, I'd be 
the CEO of one company at one time, because that's a big duty and responsibility, Chief 
Executive Officer. You're responsible for everything that happens across the board. From 
human resources, to raising capital, to picking products, to the operations, the finance, the 
staffing, the building of the business. I moved here where we're sitting here, in Saint Pete, 
Florida, right now where I live, you live in the area. I love you area, but this is because of 
venture with Home Shopping Network. 

I was responsible in this venture. I had their name, Home Shopping Network, big public 
company. HSN was a multibillion-dollar asset at the time. Because they built to $1 billion in 
sales, and it was worth many billions of dollars. In fact, they were just acquired by QVC.

K: So I had a responsibility as the CEO of a joint venture with them, to be proud of what they 
were, what I was, and what we were doing together. So we took their best-selling products, 
Tony Little, Jack LaLanne, and created infomercials. 

And so this was a great relationship, but I ran that company and was responsible for the 
day-to-day. As a CEO, you have a fiduciary responsibility to the owners of that company, 
and to your employees to build a good business. 

So today, I do a lot of mentoring and consulting, and take some equity, positionings with 
some companies and help them raise capital. I don't take on, I can't take on a lot of CEO 
roles because it's really a full-time commitment.

They didn't know how to keep the fraud from happening, from the girl that was issuing all 
those credits, so by shortchanging myself on a CFO position, I had somebody who wasn't 
skilled. I didn't want to pay the money to get the right people, because I wanted to pay what 
I could afford today instead of what I needed to afford to build a much bigger company. 
You've got to see where you're going, and plan for that.

D: So much sense. Even if you're the only one there right now, getting the best mentors, 
getting the best, surrounding yourself with the best people. And then, again, back to that 
theme you keep talking about over and over again, which is, you open up doors. You open 
up doors with relationships. Alright, let's talk about the pitch real quick. 

We've got the perfect, you've developed this, right? The tease, the please, and the seize. 

K: Yes.

D: Okay, we're going to give some bonus content under this interview that people can learn 
more about that, and of course you just partnered with Zig Ziglar in all of the content that 
he's created over a lifetime -

K: Yes.

D: - to create what I believe from just going through a portion of it, is one of the best sales 
courses I've ever seen.

K: Thank you.

D: I don't endorse, just like you don't want to endorse just anything, but this is good stuff.

K: Zig wrote 31 books, 36 languages, He's successful all over the world. Hes' touched hun-
dreds of millions people in a lifetime. 

D: There's Zig, and then there's the rest, in terms of sales. So give us a little bit of a preview, 
because you've seen, you've developed, you know what works, you know what doesn't 
work, and there's a lot of people out there that are trying to sell in copy online. 

They're trying sell in videos. This tease, please, and seize structure that you have, I really 
see this being used not only in a pitch on an infomercial, but also in a little video on 
Facebook, if I'm trying to promote something. Talk a little bit about where you came up 
with this, and why you simplified iit down to these three categories.

D: Absolutely.

K: I think I kind of consult a lot of CEOs.

D: If you were consulting it, because a lot of the people that we work with are new coming 
into the business world, and one of the talks that I give them is, you've got to develop the 
CEO mindset. Even if it's just you, you've got to develop that mindset. And what does that 
mindset consistent of? Well, first of all, we talked about it. Making decisions.

K: Right 

D: Whether it's just you, or eventually you have staff, they're to be bringing things to you, 
saying this is not our, it's your decision. You need to make it.

K: Right.

D: So what would be, that's just one piece, that's just a piece that I harp on a lot. What would 
be one piece of advice that you have to somebody who is just starting out, to be to begin to 
develop that CEO mindset?

K: So the CEO is just one position in the company that required a good team of people. So, 
you're the CEO. You've got to have a good operations person, a good finance person, a 
good digital marketing person, a good human resource person, just depends on how big 
your company is. But the bottom line is, I call the CEO's position is sort of the cheerleader of 
whole company. It's important that he surrounds himself with the dream team of experts, and 
the best of the best in their business. 

So, with a recent company I got involved with I found the CEO had this company up that had 
been the CEO of a $5 billion company for 10 years, and he became the CEO of a startup 
that we were doing. Then he brought on the CFO of this $5 billion company. For 27 years, 
this gentleman had been the CFO. So we had the CEO, the CFO, then we brought the mar-
keting people. 

So the CEO's job is to build the dream team of experts to take the company to great heights. 
Don't shortchange the people that you bring in. Go for the best you can get. And this was 
one of the mistake I made early on as an entrepreneur was I thought I didn't have the 
budgets, so when I talked about financing, or rather the finance people, or kind of like the 
CFO inside my company, I didn't pay them enough. 

K: So I've taken, over the last 30+ years, over 50,000 pictures. I go to a lot of shows, I go to 
the hardware show, the houseware show, the fitness show, the beauty show, toy fair, golf 
expo, etc. I take pictures of products. You learn a thing or two about a good pitch and a bad 
pitch. First thing I told people, when you're starting out, give me some kind of an 
attention-getting problem, right? That's the tease. 

If you can't get my attention to focus on, okay yeah, there's a problem. You got my attention. 
Now I'm listening. So now, you've got to please. Solve the problem, give me solutions, show 
me some benefits, sell me on this, and maybe some testimonials, maybe magical transfor-
mations, right? That's the please. So get my attention by teasing. 

Give me a problem. Solve the problem by pleasing, and show me some great testimonials, 
magical transformations, some benefits, and then seize. If you don't have an irresistible offer, 
what good is any of it? You've go to make the sale. So create something that's irresistible.  
On Shark Tank, we say, if you want the shark to write a check, you better make some kind of 
a deal that makes sense. 

Don't just say like - the worst pitches ever, someone will come on and say I need $100k, and 
I'll give you 5% interest on the money. A shark doesn't want 5% interest. They want 5x their 
money. If I give you $100k, I want back $500k, maybe a million. Not $105k. Whatever, right? 
We're not a bank. We're taking big risks,  right? 

So know how to create that irresistible offer. So it's tease, please, and seize. It's simple and 
it's easy to remember. There's actually 10 steps altogether in the perfect pitch, but I 
incorporate that into that summary three-step process.

D: Awesome, awesome.
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this gentleman had been the CFO. So we had the CEO, the CFO, then we brought the mar-
keting people. 

So the CEO's job is to build the dream team of experts to take the company to great heights. 
Don't shortchange the people that you bring in. Go for the best you can get. And this was 
one of the mistake I made early on as an entrepreneur was I thought I didn't have the 
budgets, so when I talked about financing, or rather the finance people, or kind of like the 
CFO inside my company, I didn't pay them enough. 

K: So I've taken, over the last 30+ years, over 50,000 pictures. I go to a lot of shows, I go to 
the hardware show, the houseware show, the fitness show, the beauty show, toy fair, golf 
expo, etc. I take pictures of products. You learn a thing or two about a good pitch and a bad 
pitch. First thing I told people, when you're starting out, give me some kind of an 
attention-getting problem, right? That's the tease. 

If you can't get my attention to focus on, okay yeah, there's a problem. You got my attention. 
Now I'm listening. So now, you've got to please. Solve the problem, give me solutions, show 
me some benefits, sell me on this, and maybe some testimonials, maybe magical transfor-
mations, right? That's the please. So get my attention by teasing. 

Give me a problem. Solve the problem by pleasing, and show me some great testimonials, 
magical transformations, some benefits, and then seize. If you don't have an irresistible offer, 
what good is any of it? You've go to make the sale. So create something that's irresistible.  
On Shark Tank, we say, if you want the shark to write a check, you better make some kind of 
a deal that makes sense. 

Don't just say like - the worst pitches ever, someone will come on and say I need $100k, and 
I'll give you 5% interest on the money. A shark doesn't want 5% interest. They want 5x their 
money. If I give you $100k, I want back $500k, maybe a million. Not $105k. Whatever, right? 
We're not a bank. We're taking big risks,  right? 

So know how to create that irresistible offer. So it's tease, please, and seize. It's simple and 
it's easy to remember. There's actually 10 steps altogether in the perfect pitch, but I 
incorporate that into that summary three-step process.

D: Awesome, awesome.

Kevin Harrington
Leadership Mindset Leads to The Pitch
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